LIBRARY UPDATES
NEW BOOKS ON OUR SHELVES

Geography: Realms, Regions, and Concepts, 16th Edition by Harm J. de Blij
This work helps readers build and develop their “mental map” of the world around them. Topics covered
in this text are diverse and the skills, concepts, ideas, and terms that students are expected to learn
are numerous. The book is a time-tested and carefully crafted text with a long history of authority and
dependability. The continued focus on creating strong and effective content and technology to empower
learning allows instructors to structure their students’ learning experience both inside and outside of the
classroom.

Research Methods in Geography: A Critical Introduction
Edited by Basil Gomez
This comprehensive textbook offers a conceptual and practical introduction to research methodology, data
collection, and techniques used in both human and physical geography.
It explores a full range of contemporary geographic techniques, including statistics, mathematical analysis,
GIS, and remote sensing
The work is unique in both content and organization as it brings together a team of internationally
recognized specialists to create a balanced approach between physical geography, human geography,
and research techniques

Urban Geography 3rd Edition
by Dave H. Kaplan and Steven Holloway
Urban Geography offers a comprehensive treatment of urban geography, fully exploring the origins and
development of cities. It focuses on uncovering the excitement and richness found in cities, while tackling
a wide variety of urban challenges. The text covers the Urban Geography field, both as it has evolved
and as it exists today. Kaplan includes the most current research in urban studies, introducing elements of
urban theory and methodology, and addresses the urban experience as a global one. Urban Geography
presents key concepts in a straightforward structure, creating a user-friendly experience for all readers.

Population Geography: Problems, Concepts, and Prospects (2013) by Peter Gary
and Larkin Robert P.
Population Geography provides students with an introduction to the subject, a task that requires integrating
information from many disciplines including demography, geography, sociology, anthropology, psychology,
political science, economics, biology, medicine, and philosophy. Population Geography takes a close look
at causes and consequences of dramatic population growth in recent decades as well as a discussion of
countries experiencing slow and zero population growth.

